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PRINCIPALS COMMITTEE MEETING ON BOSNIA, FEBRUARY 5 1993

Tony Lake began by introducing the issue of the "end game":i.e., if we started down the road envisioned in the draft
Presidential Decision Document, were we comfortable knowing thatat the end of the road we would be under great pressure to helpimplement a settlement including with forces on the ground.

Madeleine Albright: Before we do that, I want to raise a morebasic question. I am troubled by the conclusion we have reached.We are treating this area as of peripheral interest. Historysuggests it is more central. This policy (comment: the one inthe draft PDD) legitimizes ethnic cleansing. It signals to theCentral and east Europeans and to Russia that we will do nothingabout it. The pieces in the draft PDD are "pretty pallid". Iunderstand that deciding to use American forces in Bosnia wouldbe crossing the Rubicon. But we should think about whethersweeping the problem under the rug creates more problems. Thedraft PDD is contrary to what Governor Clinton said and notcommensurate with the importance of the issue.

Jim Woolsey: I agree with Madeleine.

Lake: (to Madeleine): You mean we should use force to enforce asettlement, not impose one?

Albright: If we say we would never impose a settlement.we areblessing ethnic cleansing.

Secretary Aspin: A better way to explain the draft PDD is to saythat we have a three pronged strategy. (1) -more on thehumanitarian front; we may come up with something more muscular.(2) pressure the parties so they will agree under Vance/Owenauspices. (3) try, under Vance/Owen, to come up with asettlement that does not require massive force to enforce.

Secretary Christopher: We should be more aggressive in
describing our negative position about the current Vance/Owen
plan and the only way we would get people to agree is to beprepared to enforce a settlement. But we should not throw outVance/Owen at this point and do it ourselves. The whole EC andimportant figures on the Hill as well as the Russians support-Vance/Owen. We cannot create a whole different structure. If anagreement can be reached, we should commit the U.S. to a greaterdegree of enforcement.

General Powell: I agree the draft PDD is too pallid. It readsmore like a press statement than a decision document. But whatwould Madeleine suggest we do?

Albright: NATO action.

Several speakers: I thought we had agreed that we would helpenforce a settlement.

Miss Walker: OSD and CSoki..Ag Group-meibers believed theirprincipals had not reed to that. That we>would only helpmonitor, not enforcy
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Powell and Aspin both said that had not been their position.
General Powell: I thought we agreed that we would be willing touse force to enforce a settlement, but leave our willingness to
do so "just behind the screen".

Mr. Berger: What is the end toward which Madeleine would applyforce? To get an agreement or enforce it?

General Powell: The military will do anything that is decided,but we need to know what "it" is that we are being asked to do.
(my notes don't make clear who asked: ground or air forces?
Secretary Christopher: we should start with air power but bewilling to use ground forces if necessary.

-Mr. Woolsey: We keep talking about enforcing the wholeagreement, fixing the whole situation. But we also talkusing only air power.

There is no carrot in the present draft PDD for Bosnia., Ifwe at least used air power to lift the siege of Sarajevo, maybe
in time doing more, we could have not onlege f Saa e
also a "no drive zone"\ avno tnya"ofvzn"h-

u taatpartofVacOe is that Bosnia can go along with something close to
Vance/Owen but we potentially could bring to the party of NATOenforcement a ban on tanks, artillery, and APCs about 20-20kilometers around Sarajevo.

General Powell" OK, but it is a commitment of bombers to go
bomb. (Note: I did not take "OK" to mean agreement that we
should do it.)

Secretary Christopher: Madeleine and I did not coordinate ourpositions before the meeting. But the draft PDD put me in the
wrong mood.

Secretary Aspin In presenting our decision we should start withwhat we are trying to achieve, call on all parties to endviolence, reach a settlement, open the camps, and then say that
to accomplish that we have a three prong strategy.

Mr. Lake The problem all along has been promising more than wecan deliver. Les' press approach is OK, but only if we can saythat at the end of the game we would help enforce something that
the parties agree to.

Mr. Berger: What does the use of force mean? Air power, or airand ground?

General Powell: Both. We can use air.power but ultimately mustgo in and separate t as i w ma -t

f P OTOCOPY~Mr. Lake: And the
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Mr; Furerth: Also, if in going in we can demand implementation
of some of the London Accords the Serbs agreed to, especially
lifting the siege of Sarajevo. That raises the question of whatwe would do if the Serbs don't comply.

Mr. Lake: Let me clarify what we seem to be saying. Do we wantto add to the President's package that we should say now that ifall the parties voluntarily come to an agreement the US will sayat the start that we are prepared to use force, including groundforces if necessary, as part of a NATO effort to help implement
an agreement. An agreement that the parties had signed would
include enforcement provisions.

Mr Berger: For now we should say only "including the use offorce." (Secretary Aspin, others indicate agreement with
Berger)

Mr. Lake: If asked whether that means ground forces, say we
don't rule it out.

Secretary Aspin: Addressing it later.means soon. We will needground forces to do what the agreement calls for, such as lifting
the siege of Sarajevo.

Mr. Woolsey: It would be something useful if we could stop
people from killing each other with heavy weapons. Even if smallarms continue to be used, that is a game the Bosnians can play.
We can take away from the Serbs the heavy stuff and frighten with.some of the other.

Secretary Christopher: We should describe our policy as entering
the negotiations in a more aggressive way.

Mr. Lake: Yes. The draft press statement was written backbecause we thought there was no agreement that we would be
willing to use force, including ground forces if necessary, to
enforce an agreement.

Mr. Lake: Let's talk about options for contributing to the
humanitarian effort

General Powell: We have several ideas we're studying. One is totake responsibility for the area southeast of Sarajevo that isnot now being served. We would need an UNPRO force similar towhat the UK and France have. We would open a corridor from Splitor Belgrade. The latter is less promising because we would need
Serbian permission. This would show that the US was making acontribution equal to, even greater than, what others are doing.
Casualties would not be serious if we do essentially what the
British and French are doing. The reason they don't just blast
their way through is that sometimes it is better to negotiate
than to blast. We would be somewhat more aggressive than the
British and French, but not to the point where we have to protectthe whole route. Other things we are looking at are do-able buttrivial and we would be seen as not entirely serious. Air drops,
for instance, are gimmicky and would look like a gimmick. They
are not a serious way of delivering supplies. We would not lookgood just dropping me en.ot. of a+-G-l-3qnd not knowing what
happens to them. T could turn up on theblack market.
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Secretary Christopher: What about a one-time surge?

Mr. Lake: Are you also doing an option of lifting the siege ofSarajevo?

General Powell: The French have tossed that out recently. Youcan take out some artillery. That will make a difference even ifnot guarantee ending the siege. When the F-16s go home at nightthe shelling can begin again. Maybe we would luck out and getthe same reaction we did by declaring the no fly zone and getting'pretty good compliance without enforcement. But to really endthe siege would take a full infantry division with air support.

Mr. Berger: What would be the psychological impact on the Serbsof intermittent bombing, of planes taking out batteries on anintermittent basis?

General Powell: I think it would have a deterrent impact. Theywould have to decide wither to take on the U.S. If they decidedto continue the shelling, knowing that we from time to time wouldget a target would reduce the shelling but not end it.

Mr. Berger: The American people would see a big difference
between using force when the parties have asked us to enforce anagreement, and pre-emotive use of force.

General Powell: Also, the relief effort would stop if we usedforce before a settlement.

Mr. Woolsey: The way the siege was supposed to be ended beforewas an agreement to put the heavy weapons in cantonments, butwithin range of Sarajevo. We should require that they move outof range.

Mr. Fuerth: We should insist that the guns be silenced or wewill try to silence them, then that they be moved beyond range aspart of a settlement.

Mr. Woolsey: Keep in mind the need for NATO agreement if we areto use our planes.

General Powell: If we decided to join the humanitarian effort onthe ground, there would be great expectations that the US wouldforce its way through. Field Marshall Dan Rather would criticizeus if we did not.

Mr.Lake: What should be our diplomatic strategy?

Secretary Christopher: We should just spread out and doeverything. In capitals, by telephone, work on the Bosnians, getthe Germans to work on the Croatians and the Russians on theSerbs. Our message to all should be that we are prepared, undera UN and NATO umbrella, to participate in enforcing an agreement,including through the use of force if necessary.

Secretary Aspin: Are the Serbs and Bosnian Serbs the same? Howcan we bring pressure on all of them?

Secretary Christo h :The Serbs will s t's not us" butSerbia supplies an- * bs. And Russia has a
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big influence on Serbia and claims a strong desire to solve theproblem peacefully. It would serve Yeltsin's purposes to beeffective in bringing about a settlement. The US and Turkey caninfluence Bosnia. We can change the atmosphere a lot if the USstops sitting on the sidelines.

Mr. Berger: Should we reiterate the warning on Kosovo?

Mr. Lake: How would we tell who was a fault?

Mr. Fuerth: We could elaborate our Christmas demarche, saying weare less interested in who started a riot than in insisting thatheavy artillery not be used to put down civil disturbances. Wewould establish a principle of proportionate response.

Ambassador Albright: What about war crimes?

Secretary Christopher: That will be part of our diplomatic
strategy. Part of Madeleine's job is to move it at the UN.

Mr. Berger: Is there a tension or inconsistency between pressingon war crimes and trying to negotiate?

Mr. Lake: We could focus on the grass roots offenders firstrather than their leaders who give the commands.

(Speaker unclear in my notes): The US also will take morerefugees

Mr. Lake: Jenonne Walker will work with State on a diplomatic,public, and Hill package for the Deputies to review over theweekend. The press package should begin with a roll of thedrums: this is what we want and how we are-going to achieve it.

Secretary Christopher: We can't do this with backgrounders. Wehave promised a statement--we've promised a Presidential
statement. We should not forego the use of TV if we want toreach the public.

Secretary Aspin, Mr Berger: (Both recommended a Christopher
speech, with lots of backgrounding by various officials allspeaking from the same prepared text.

Mr. Lake: The sequence should be quick movement from informingallies in capitals, informing Vance and Owen and the Hill, justbefore the speech on Tuesday or Wednesday.

Secretary Christopher: The US will take the leadership on thediplomatic front to work on Russia to press the Serbs, on Turkeyto press the Muslims,a nd on Germany to press the Croats.

Vice President Gore had oined the meeting a few minutes earlierand Leon Fuerth had been giving him a whispered summary of thegroup's conclusion, including willingness to help enforce anagreement.

The Vice President: I disagree. The world has let a terriblething happen in Bosnia -b Ialways .ha-ve-beeen very reluctant touse American ground- Orce's and I ai sure Bii Clinton will beunless we have absa IW i! -bjectives. There is
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a 'tension between the word "agree" and "enforce". In that- creative tension we might find the parameters of our role. Ifthere truly is an agreement, the requirements of enforcement areminimal. The current Vance/Owen plan would need to be not onlyenforced but imposed. Then we would have the worst of bothworlds. Vance/Owen has a terrible map, and would require lots ofAmerican blood and treasure. We do not need to bring to thetable a willingness to commit forces. We bring the willingness ofthe world's leading power to help get a true agreement. We havea great opportunity to position ourselves as the principal~
spokesman and advocate of a Muslim dominated coalition. In acreative way, we would identify ourselves with the core of theMuslim world. Rabin has spoken out against what is happening inBosnia. The pressure will build because they are all looking fora way out and looking for an excuse.

Mr. Lake: Yes, to the degree a settlement is imposed, to thatdegree the requirement to enforce it is greater. But even whenthey agree, the Croatian experience shows that there still islots of work to do.

Vice President Gore: We could test their willingness really toagree, for instance by lifting the siege of Sarajevo.

Mr. Lake: At a minimum it will need something on the ground.
The more we are prepared to say we will be prepared to help withthat, the more we will be taken seriously.

Vice President Gore: There is far more legitimacy to the Bosnianobjections to the Vance/Owen map than Vance/Owen agree.
Vance/Owen claim that the Bosnians only hold out because theyhope we would come in.

Mr. Woolsey: One way to square the circle would be something
that was not against Serbia, but against heavy weapons in thisconflict. In principle it would be neutral.

Secretary Christopher: We should make an all out effort topersuade and convince the parties rather than impose a
settlement. On the other hand, we are not talking about an
agreement among three Church groups in California. This is theBalkans. It is not realistic to think that we can do without
enforcement, even of a good agreement. To give an air of realityto our position, we have to say that the US will assist incarrying out the enforcement, in conjunction with the UN and
NATO.

Vice President Gore: But the American people will not want tosend our boys there.

General Powell: The risk of casualties would be relatively low
if there is an agreement even by Balkan standards. None of the
parties would stand up to a Western force that included the U.S.There would be some snipers or ambushes, but not major
resistance.

At this point the President joined the meeting, and Colin Powell
described the issue a r-epeted the -last--point to him.

1.d
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General Powell The nature of a Bosnian agreement will require
ground forces. We can punish from the air but not enforce fromthe air. If there is a reasonably. good agreement, even byBalkan standards, the casualties would be acceptable. None ofthe parties would take on a US/NATO force. There would besnipers, road blocks, ambushes, and the like but it would not bea big deal. It will be expensive. We might luck out and be ableto flood the country with troops for a time and then get out.

The President to General Powell: What's your advice?

General Powell: We can perform this mission. But it would beexpensive and could be open ended with no promise of getting out.But if we start down the road of diplomatic engagement, we must
be willing to help enforce a settlement.

Secretary Christopher: I agree. Vance/Owen as it stands would
..take a great number of troops to enforce. The alternative is adiplomatic strategy but unless we commit troops it won't get youwhere you want to go. So we are recommending a middle position,.
in which we- would keep vague just what we will do but commit tosome use of American forces.

Secretary Aspin: I agree.

The President: (to General Powell) Can we get out of Somalia
first?

General Powell: We could get out of Somalia now if the UN would
agree to take it over.

Secretary Christopher: We won't have an agreement in the near
term.

The President: About six months?

Secretary Christopher: That's about right

Mr. Woolsey: We should examine whether we could do something
useful without troops on the ground. We might limit what we werewilling to enforce, agree not to enforce the whole agreement but
to prevent the use of heavy weapons. This would mean a no drive
zone as well as a no fly zone. It would not be perfect but it
would be useful and could be done from the air.

Mr. Berger: There is another possible approach. I don't
necessarily recommend it but it should be considered. We could
say this is a European problem and they should take
responsibility for enforcing a settlement.

The President (interrupting): We can't do that without giving up
our whole position in the world.

Mr. Lake: We will prepare a strategy for implementing this
policy.

The President and Vice President left the meeting. After a few
minutes the meeting re1u1ed4o confirm.that State, assisted bythe Working Group, u~:r r the 6dtlin "&of a seech as well
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as cables to key leaders and talking points for telephone calls,for consideration b the Deputies Committee.


